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A CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR NEWTON-LIKE METHODS IN

BANACH SPACE UNDER WEAK HYPOTHESES AND APPLICATIONS

IOANNIS K. ARGYROS

Abstract. In this study we use Newton-like methods to approxima~e solutions of nonlinear
equatior"is in a Banach space setting. Most convergence results for Newton-like methods involve
some type of a Lipschitz continuity condition on the frechet-derivative of the operator involved
However there are many interesting real life problems already in the literature where the operator
can only satisfy a Holder continuity condition. That is why here we chose the Frcchet-derivativc
of the operator involved to be only Holder continuous, which allows us to consider a wider range
of problems than before. Special choices of our parameters reduce our results to earlier ones. An
error analysis is also provided for our method. At the end of our study, we provide applications
to show that our results apply where earlier results do not. In paricular we solve a two point
boundary value problem appearing in physics in connection with the problem of bending of
beams.

I. Introduction

In this study we are concerned with the problem of approximating a locally unique
solution x* of the equation

F(x) = 0, (1)

where Fis a Frechet-differentiable nonlinear operator defined on some open convex subset
D of a Banach space 趴 with values in a Banach space E2.

Newton-like methods of the form

Xn+I = Xn - A(xn尸F(x』 (n~0) (2)

for some initinal guess Xo E D have been used extensively to approximate a solution x*
of equation (1) (see, e.g. (l]-(9]). Here the operator A which maps E1 into L(E1, E几
the set of bounded linear operators from E1 into E2, is an approximation to the Frechet
derivative F'(-) of the operator F. Note that the usual choices for the operator A are
given by A(x) = F'(x) for all x ED (Newton's method) or A(xn) = bF(xn, Xn-i) n 2 0
(Secant method) [l]-(5]. Other choices are also possible (l], (8], (9], (10].
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The main hypotheses in most works summarizes to Lipschitz continuity conditions:

IIA(xo)-1(A(x) -A(xo)I::; k1llx - xoll + ko, (3)
and

IIA(xo)-1(F'(x + t(y - x)) - A(x))II~ 佖 ti丨x - YII + k3llx - xol丨十 枳 (4)

for all x,y E U(xo,R) = {x E E1llx - xoll~R} 戶 D, t E [O, 1], some fixed x0, R, k0, 柘，
佖 ，秘 ，相 with xo E D such that A(x0) is invertible, and R, k0, 析 ，枋 ，梠 ，k4 2: 0.

However there are many interesting problems in the literature (see e.g. [1], 圍 and
the examples at the end of this study), where conditions (3) and (4) are not satisfied.
Here, we only assume that Holder continuity conditions are satisfied:

IIA(xo)-1 (A(x) - A(xo)I ::; c1 llx 一 xollP 十 Co, (5)
and

IIA(xo)-1(F'(x + t(y - x)) - A(x))II~c2(tllx - yll)P + c3ljx 一 xollP 十 C4, (6)

for all x,y E U(xo,R), t E [O, I], some fixed x0,R,c0,c1,c2,c趴 c4 with x0 E D such that
A(xo) is invertible, R~0 such that U(x,0, R) 戶 D, p E (0, 1], and co,c1,c2,c3,c4~0.

For p = l, co= 槁 and c1 = 柘 (5) reduces to (3), whereas for p = I, c2 = 秘，C3 = k3
and C4 = 相 (6) reduces to (4). These conditions allow us to consider a wider range of
problems than before [1] - [9).

We approximate a locally unique solution x* of equation (1), as well as provide precise
error estimates on the distances

llxn+l - Xnll and llxn 一 x*II (n~0).

Moreover our convergence results reduce to earlier ones [l] -[9] for the above stated
choices of operator A and constants p, c0, c1, c2, c3 and c4.

At the erid of this study, we provide two examples, one from a real scalar equation, and
one involving the solution of a two point boundary value problem appearing in physics
(bending of beams problems [4], [5]) where, we show. that earlier results do not apply,
whereas ours can.

II. Convergence Analysis

We can now formulate the following semi-local result on the convergence of the
Newton-like method generated by approximation (2).

Theorem. Assume:

(i) nonlinear operator F is defined on an open convex subset D of a Banach space E1
with values on a Banach space E釕

(ii) F is Frechet-differentiable on D;
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(iii) operator A(x) E L(D, E2) (x E D) and there exists a fixed x0 E D such that the
linear operator A(x~) is blundedly invertible on D;

(iv) conditions (5) and (6) are satisfied for some fixed p E (0, 1], R 2: 0 and all x, y E
U(xo, R);

(v) ball U(x0, R)~D;
(vi) there exists a smallest nonnegative number d satisfying the inequ!Ltlities

f (d)~0 and d~R, (7)

where
1 1 l+p

a(r)-i; a(r)石l
f(r) = -r + 17 +

（）
(1)p +

(3(r)
l-(3(r) 11,1- 正 (r)77

(8)

TJ~I - A(xo)-1F(xo) II, a(r) = (l+p)[l-%irP+co))'and昕）＝譚虫氐 on [O,R]

(vii) Moreover the parameters TJ, d, R satisfy:
C2

l+p
(d + R)P + c3RP + c4 + c1RP + co < 1,

where a= a:(d) and q = f3(d).

(9)

Then, Newton-like iteration {x吐 (n 2 0) generated by approximation (2) is well
defined, remains in U(xo, d) for all n 2 0 and converges to a solution x* of equation (1),
which is unique in U(xo, R). Moreover, the following estimates are true:

1
llxn+I - Xn II :S~r _ 11__

C2
lln , _ l [— llxn - Xn-1 lll+pl+p

+ (c3ilxn-1 - xollP 十 C4) llxn 一 Xn-1 II]

< a-}硏+p)n 1- qn_ + q-r, (n 2 1), (10)1 - q

llxn - xoll :S己 [bl+P +· · ·+ (bl+p)n-l] +q l~~:1 f/ + f/ :S d (n 2 2) (11)

and

llxn - x*II :S
a丑 b(I+p)n 妒

1 - bP 十
1-q TJ (n~1), (12)

where
lb = aPrJ.

Proof. The point x1 E U(xo, d), since TJ :::; d. We assume that xk E U(x0, d), for
k = 0, l, 2, ... , n. Using condition (5), we obtain

IIA(xo)-1(A(xk) -A(xo))II:::;叫因- xollP + c。:::; C1dp 十 Co < 1, (13)
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by hypotheses (7) and (9). It now follows from relation (13) and the Banach lemma on
invertible operators [5] that the linear operator A(xk) is invertible and

IIA(xk尸A(xo)II~" <
1 1

1 - lC1 llxk 一 xollP + co] - 1 - [c1dP 十 co)

By approximation (2), we get

F(xk) =「[F'(xk-1 + t(xk - Xk-1)) - A(xk-1)](xk - x仁 1)dt,
。

(14)

and by (6)

IIA(xo)-1 F(xk)II :S II丨1 A(xo)-1 [F1 (xk-l + t(頤 -x辶1)) - A (Xk - 1) jdt (X k 一 Xk-1)11
。

:S [言户- Xk-1 I尸十 c3 llxk-1 - 糾 尸十 C寸 II互- Xk-1 II- (15)

Hence, by relation (2), (14), (15) and the induction hypotheses, we obtain

llkk+1 - Xk II :S IIA(xk) 一 1 A(xo)II·IIA(xo)-1 F(xk) II

< 1 [ C2
一 [1 - (c1 llxk 一 xollP + co)] 1 + p

-llxk - Xk-1lll+p

+(c3llxk-1 - xollP + c4)llxk 一 Xk-1 II]'.S'..'.S

(l+p)o+(l+p)+·+(l+p)k-1 (l+Pt k<a 7J +q71

'.S a (\1;~~1 7/(l+p)k + q与 =a丑 b(l+p)k + q与， (16)

which shows (10) for all n~1.

Moreover by relation (16) and the triangle inequality, we obtain in turn

llxk+I - x~II ::; llxk+I 一 Xkll + llxk 一 Xk-111 +· · ·+ llx1 一 xoll

::; a-f; [bl+P + b(l+p)2 十 . . + b(l+p)k] + (q + q2 + ... + q勺rJ+llx1-xoll

k1.- q:S a-} [bi+P + bl+Zp 十 . . . + bl+kpl + q—TJ + llx1 一 xoll
1-q

=a寸 bl+p(
1 - b(k+l)p
1-bP)+

q
""'

1-q T} + T}

a一坏 l+p q
< +- 1- 伊 1-q TJ + TJ ::; d, by hypothesis (7).

That is, we deduce that Xk+l E U(xo, d).
For m E N, we have in turn

llxn+m 一 Xn II :S llxn+m - Xn十m-1 II + llxn+m-1 一 Xn+m-2 II +· · ·+ llxn+l 一 Xnll

::;a寸 bn(Hp)
1 _ b(m+l)p 1 _ qm+l

1 - bP
+ (jn

1-q T/. (17)
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Hence iteration {xn} (n 2: 0) forms a Cauchy sequence and remains in U(x0, d). Thus
it tends to some x* E U(xo, d). Letting m tend to infinity in relation (17), we obtain
relation (12). Using relation (12) form= Owe get x* E U(x0, d), and by letting k tend
to infinity in relation (15), we obtain F(x*) = 0, which shows that x* is a solution of
equation (1). To show uniqueness, let us assume that there exists another solution y* of
equation (1) in U(xo, R). Then from the estimate

11 fo1 A(x。尸 (11 [F'(y* + t(x* - y*) - A(y*) + A(y*) - A(xo)])dtll

5出llx* - y* IIP + c3 lly* - 祠 尸十c4 + c1llxo -y*IIP

5 言開llx* - xoll + llxo - y*jl)P + c3RP + C4 + cillxo - y*IIP

＜
C2
. , , . . .一·
-1+p (d + R)P + c3RP + C4 + c1RP < 1

by hypothesis (9). It now follows that the linear operator 昷 F'(y* + t(x* - y*))dt is
invertible, and from the approximation

F(x*) - F(y*) = /1 F'(y* + t(x* 一 y*))dt(x* 一 y*),
。

it follows that x* = y*, which completes the proof of the theorem.

Remarks. The results obtained in the Theorem do not compare favorably with the
ones by Kantorow1tsch (5] for A(x) = F'(x) (x E D), c1 = c2, c0 = c3 = c4 = O, t = l
and p = 1. Indeed the Kantorowitsch's hypothesis is given by

C1'f}~.5.

However using simpie algebra, we deduce that hypothesis (7) becomes (On TJ)

C可 :S .343145751,

which is a stronger hypothesis than Kantorowitsch's. However our results were primarily
developed to cover the case p E (0, 1) which cannot be handled with the approach in [5].

For the rest of this study we assume A(x) = F'(x) for all x E D.

III. Applications

Example 1. Consider the real function G defined on [O,s] by

2 3
G(x) = -x2 + x - 3

3

for some fixed s > 0.
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Let II·II denote the max norm on jR. Then we get

1
IIG"(x)II =溫臨怕升 =oo,

which implies that relations (5) and (6), which are the basic assumptions for the appli
cation of the Newton-like method in [4]-[8) are not satisfied.

However it can easily be seen that G'(t) is Holder continuous on [0,s] with

1
c1 = 1 and p = -.

2

Therefore, under assumptions of the Theorem Newton-like iteration {xn} (n 2: 0) gener
ated by approximation (2) converges to a solution x* of equation

G(x) = o.
Another application for the Theorem is given by the following:

Example 2. Consider the two point boundary value problem

x" + xl+P = 0, p E [O, 1]
x(O) = x(l) = 0.

We divide the interval [0,1) into m subintervals and we set h
0, 1, 2, ... , m be points of subdivision with

p = Vo < V1 <· · ·< Vm = 1.

A standard approximation for the second derivative is given by

1

示

(18)

Let {vk} k =

11 Xi-1 - 辶+Xi+l
X·= h2 , Xi= x(vi), ·i = 1,2, ... ,m- l.

Take xo =辶=0 and define operator P: Rm-l~Rm-l by
TJ~F(x) = H(x) + h2cp(x)

2 -1
-1 2 -1 0

X1
l+p

X2
l+p

, and x =
X1

X2
(19)H= t.p =

0 -1 2 -1
-1 2 X

l+p
m-1

Xm-l

Then, we get
xf 。

F'(x) = H + h2(p + 1)
p
2x

。 X
p
m-1
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Newton's method cannot be applied to equation

F(x) = o. (20)

We may not be able to evaluate the second Frechet derivative since it would involve
the evaluation of quantities of the form xi一P and they may not exist.

Let x ER正 1 HER正 1 X Rm-1 and define the norms of x and H by

llxll = max x·
I<j<m-1 I 1 I

． ．．．

n-1
IIHll = max

l<j<m-1芷 l圧 1-
.. k=l

For all x, z E R正 1 for which lxil > 0, lzil > 0, i = 1, 2, · · ·, m - 1 we obtain, for p = !
say,

1 1 1

F'(x) - F'(z)II = lldiag{ (1 + 2)h2 (吋- zI) }II
3
＝王 max jxt ! 3 !
2 l<j<m-1

）一 z·I < -h2[ rp.ax jx.; - 訓
- - ) 一 2 迟）:Sm-1 "

3
＝－杞 llx - zllf

2

Hence, the results in [4]-[9] cannot be applied here.
Newton's method can be seen as a system of linear equations of the form

F'(zn)(zn 一 Zn+1) = F(zn) (21)

We choose m = 10 which gives 9 equations. Since a solution would vanish at the endpoints
and be positive in the interior a reasonable choice of initial approximation seems to be
130 x sin nx. This gives us the following vector:

zo E Rm-i _(n 2: 0)

4.01524E + 01
7.63785E + 01
l.05135E + 02
l.23611E + 02
l.29999E + 02
l .23675E + 02
l.05257E + 02
7.65462E + 01
4.03495E + 01

Zo =
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After 4 iterations we obtain the vector

3.35740E + 01
6.52027E + 01
9.15664E + 01
l.09168E + 02

Z4 = I 1.15363E + 02
1.09168E + 02
9.15664E + 01
6.52027E + 01
3.35740£+ 01

Choose Z4 as our x。for our Theorem. Our computations lead to the following results:

T/ = IIF'(xo)-1F(xo)II = 9.15311E - 05,
3C1 = C2 = -h2--y~0.015(3 = .383823,
2

'Y = IIF'(xo)-111 = 2.55882£+ 01
1

Co= C3 = C4 = 0, p = 2,

and by inequalities (7) and (9), we obtain

d = 9.18E - 05 > 1J and R = l.563202728.

It can easily be seen that with the above values all hypotheses of the Theorem are
satisfied. Hence Newton's iteration { zn} (n~0) generated by approximation (21) is
well defined, remains in U(x0, d) and converges to a solution x* of equation (20) which
is unique in U(x0, R).
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